Cloud Computing

- How to access Cloud Computing resources
- Main OpenStack concepts
- First steps in your project
- Default configurations for each project
- Create and manage instances
  - Create a Linux virtual machine
  - Manage an instance
- Create and manage volumes
- How to
  - How to add/delete a user in a linux machine and grant it root privileges
  - How to disable firewall inside a linux virtual machine
  - How to mount a volume attached to a virtual machine
  - How to enlarge a previously created LVM volume
  - How to mount remote filesystem with FUSE
  - How to resolve host name in a Ubuntu virtual machine
  - How to set a graphical environment on a linux virtual machine
  - How to set up an NFS mount among virtual machines inside a tenant’s network
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Official OpenStack End-User guide http://docs.openstack.org/user-guide/